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PM TRASYS
Overview

PROGRAM MANAGER, TRAINING
SYSTEMS (PM TRASYS), located in
Orlando, Florida, is the Marine Corps
Systems Command’s independent
program manager assigned for
acquisition and life-cycle support of Marine Corps ground training systems,
devices, and training support services. PM TRASYS improves the warfighting
effectiveness of the Marine Air-Ground Task Force (MAGTF) and globally deployed
maritime expeditionary forces by providing training support, and developing
and sustaining training systems and devices. Various training products include
simulators, mock weapons, range targets, range instrumentation, training
technology research and development, distributed learning capabilities,
training observation capabilities, and after-action review systems. All of this
is successfully accomplished by a staff of over 150, which includes Marines,
civilians and contractor personnel with professional expertise across the
areas of program management, engineering, training facilities engineering,
logistics, instructional systems design, procurement, contract management,
cost estimation, budget and financial management, live, virtual, constructive
integration, and business operations. PM TRASYS also supports customers,
fielded training systems, and training support services with TRASYS Liaison
Offices (TLOs) located across and outside the United States. At PM TRASYS we
understand the Marine Corps’ needs and visions. By providing training systems,
training environments, and training support and sustainment, we are supporting
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with their overall mission.
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Program
Manager
Col Luis f Lara

Program
manager's message
Dedicated to the Warfighters and their combat effectiveness, PM TRASYS works
to provide the United States Marine Corps with the proper training systems and
environments needed to successfully train Marines for combat operations.
PM TRASYS is the acquisition and life cycle sustainment branch for the Marine
Corps Systems Command (MCSC) that supplies the Marine Corps with its current
training systems, environments and support services. As the force that has the
ability to strike anywhere and anytime, the Marine Corps is a force in readiness.
Keeping in mind, the mission of PM TRASYS is to develop, acquire, field and
sustain the training systems that satisfy Marine Corps Training Requirements.
We do this for both active duty and reserve Marines, at home or abroad. Working
hand-in-hand with the Training and Education Command (TECOM), we provide the
training capabilities that support the “long war”.
Additionally, mutual respect and cooperation between PM TRASYS and our
industry partners is the best way to ensure Marine Warfighters receive the
Modeling, Simulation and Training (MS&T) products and support services they
need to train, fight and win.
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PM TRASYS is guided by five priorities established by our Commandant, General
Robert B. Neller:
- PEOPLE
- READINESS
- TRAINING / SIMULATION / EXPERIMENTATION
- INTEGRATION WITH THE NAVAL AND JOINT FORCE
- MODERNIZATION AND TECHNOLOGY
Across these five interrelated areas, three major themes run throughout and
form the tenets of his guidance:
- Maintaining and improving the high quality people that make up today’s Corps
- Decentralizing the training and preparation for war, while adhering to
Maneuver Warfare principles in the conduct of training and operations
- Modernizing the force, especially by leveraging new and evolving technologies
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LVC
Live Virtual
Constructive

What is LVC?

The Marine Corps defines LVC-TE
(Live, Virtual, Constructive - Training
Environment) as combining any of
the three training domains to create
a common operational environment
by which units can interact across
LVC domains as though they are
physically located in the same
operational environment. ~LVC-TE
ConOps

LVC Way Ahead

Background: While live training for units can never be replaced, live training
opportunities can be optimized using the full range of virtual and constructive
training tools to prepare for training events and exercises. LVC-TE is necessary
there are limited assets, training areas, opposing forces, and resources
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to sufficiently replicate the complex nature of the contemporary operational
environment (COE). The objective of the LVC-TE, therefore, is greater combat
readiness and enhanced operational execution to support a training continuum
that features planning, preparation, exercise, and assessment capabilities. LVCTE will provide an overarching construct for the employment of integrated diverse
training programs to meet individual, collective and unit warfighting requirements.
This will enable the attainment of the mental and physical skills necessary for
improved combat readiness, which will result in enhanced operational execution.
Strategy: Future operational environments will remain complex, and Marines must
be able to conduct operations on a dispersed battlefield under decentralized
Command and Control (C2) performing tasks across multiple mission areas.
The challenge is to ensure training keeps pace with the demands of future
operating environments. To do so will require a “first class training and exercise
program” and dedicated investments. The intent of LVC-TE is to provide a flexible
collaborative training continuum which enables Live, Virtual, Constructive (LVC)
commanders to combine LVC elements to meet their training goals and objectives.
LVC-TE will be that framework which facilitates the rapid integration of current,
evolving, and future concepts, technology, and warfighter requirements for
linking elements of the MAGTF within the context of service, joint, and coalition
operational environments into a robust, collaborative training environment.
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TLO
TRASYS Liaison Offices

PM TRASYS has liaison offices and staff
at major Marine Corps Installations
across and outside the continental United
States to support customers, fielded
training systems, and training support
services. PM TRASYS provides support
through worldwide, regional, base and home station operations, logistics and
maintenance contracts, and through personnel at the TRASYS Liaison Offices
(TLOs). The TRASYS Liaison Offices are staffed with program management and
technical liaisons that enable direct lines of communication with training systems
customers, stakeholders, and industry support contractors. The technical liaisons
provide a wide range of direct support for fielded training systems and their
operation. They also have the capability to support training systems development
and installation. The TLOs provide the ability to perform quick response or
emergency modifications, assist with engineering and training analysis, and with
P&S Catalog
the testing, acceptance and disposal of training systems.
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CTS
Collective Training
Systems

Collective Training Systems (CTS) Acquires training systems that immerse
Marine elements from crew to MEF in synthetic, simulated training
environments. Collective Training Systems and simulations provide Senior
Commanders and MAGTF staff training in command and control, tactical
decision-making, operational planning and evaluation, global war gaming,
combined arms, and fire support. They also train Marines in familiarity and
functionality of their weapons platform, basic and advanced combat convoy
operations, and combat vehicle gunnery proficiency by providing training at
their unit, local facilities, aboard ship, and at remote sites.
10
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CVTS
Combat Vehicle Training
System M1A1/LAV/AAV

DESCRIPTION
The CVTS - M1A1/LAV/AAV provides gunnery and tactical training
for the M1A1 Main Battle Tank, Light Armored Vehicle-25 (LAV-25),
and the Amphibious Assault Vehicle (AAV). The M1A1 and LAV-25
requirements are satisfied by the AGTS. The AAV requirements are
satisfied by the AAV-TT. The AGTS and AAV-TT provide the ability to
train M1A1, LAV-25, and AAV crew members to approved standards
of combat skills and readiness.
P&S Catalog
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CACCTUS
COMBINED ARMS COMMAND & CONTROL
TRAINER UPGRADE SYSTEM

DESCRIPTION
The Combined Arms Command & Control Trainer
Upgrade System (CACCTUS) is a combined arms
staff training system that, enable comprehensive
Marine Corps staff, unit, and team training at home
station Combined Arms Staff Training (CAST) facility.
Distributed training involving CAST facilities is now
available across the Marine Corps. CACCTUS is
an upgrade to the USMC’s CAST that provides fire
support training for the Marine Air Ground Task Force
(MAGTF) elements up to and including the Marine
Expeditionary Brigade (MEB) level. Using the system
components and simulation capabilities, 2D and
3D visuals, interfaced C4I, synthetic terrain, and
an After Action Review (AAR), CACCTUS immerses
trainees in a realistic, scenario-driven environment.
The simulated scenarios enable commanders and
their battle staffs to train or rehearse combined
arms tactics, techniques, procedures and decisionmaking processes prior to any physical engagement.
In addition, CACCTUS can provide training across live,
virtual, and constructive training networks through
interoperability with appropriate Command, Control,
Communication, Computers, and Intelligence (C4I)
systems in a training environment.
12
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DvTe
Deployable Virtual
Training Environment

14
14

DESCRIPTION
The Deployable Virtual Training Environment (DVTE) is a laptop PC based
simulation system developed in order to sustain individual, team, and
unit critical war fighting cognitive skills associated with the application of
combined arms, squad, and platoon level tactics, various Recognition Of
Combatants (ROC) packages and language/cultural training. DVTE is capable
of emulating organic and supporting Infantry Battalion weapons systems
and training scenarios to facilitate Training and Readiness (T&R) based
training while aboard ship, forward deployed, in garrison or school house
PM
TRASYS
environments.
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FCCT
Family
of Combat
Deployable
Virtual
convoy Trainers
Training Environment

DESCRIPTION
The Combat Convoy Simulator
(CCS) is an immersive training
environment for convoy operations to include basic procedures for driver,
gunner, and passengers in tactical scenarios related to combat operations.
The simulator provides instruction in convoy operations including resupply,
patrol, logistics support, high-value target extraction, MEDEVAC, call for
close air support, and call for fire and training in convoy tactics, techniques,
procedures, and use of weapons in compliance with the Rules of Engagement
(ROE).
P&S Catalog
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MTWS
MAGTF Tactical Warfare
Simulation
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DESCRIPTION
The MAGTF Tactical Warfare Simulation (MTWS) is the Marine Corps’
only constructive, aggregate-level simulation system used to support
the training of Marine commanders and their battle staffs in MAGTF
war-fighting principles/concepts and as well as associated command
and control procedures. MTWS is designed to support the training
of commanders and their staffs in exercises involving live, virtual
and constructive (LVC) land, air and Naval forces at all operational
command levels. The system supports all levels of command
throughout the Marine Expeditionary Force (MEF) and Joint Task Force
PM TRASYS
(JTF).
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ITS
Individual Training
Systems

Individual Training Systems (ITS) supports the individual Marine, crew,
section, and platoon in familiarity, function, and sustainment of war fighting
and predeployment skills. Training is accomplished using virtual simulation
training systems that teach motor transport tactical vehicle operator driving
skills, organic weapons marksmanship and tactics, and combat supporting
arms skills employed to support forces by indirect or direct fire. Additionally, ITS
delivers a family of Egress Trainers that teach life saving skills in emergency
submerged egression and rollover vehicles. ITS supports both active and
reserve Marine Forces, and Navy Commands.
18
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FET
Family of egress Trainers
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HEAT
High Mobility MultiPurpose Wheeled
Vehicle
(HMMWV) Egress
Assistance Trainer

20
20

DESCRIPTION
The High Mobility-Multi-purpose Wheeled Vehicle (HMMWV) Egress
Assistance Trainer (HEAT) provides a realistic and relevant training
environment for Marines to train tactical vehicle egress procedures in
various degrees of vehicle rollover. Marines experience the real effects of
a vehicle rollover, practice egress through cab doors and turret opening,
receive reinforcement of the importance of wearing a seat belt and learn the
procedures
PM
TRASYS and effort levels required to execute vehicle egress.
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MET
Mine-Resistant
AmbushDeployable
Virtual
Protected (MRAP)
Training Environment
Egress Trainer

DESCRIPTION
The Mine-Resistant Ambush-Protected (MRAP) Egress Trainer (MET) is used
to train Marine crews and passengers to safely egress a roll-over situation
through the repetitive use of emergency egress drills. The MET consists of a
vehicle cab suspended over a raised platform by two rotating wheels. MET
P&S Catalog
variants currently fielded by the Marine Corps are the Cougar and Buffalo.
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UET
Underwater egress
Trainer

22
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DESCRIPTION
The Underwater Egress Trainer (UET) program consists of
classroom instruction and familiarization of the training
methodology – knowledge based training; followed by the
performance-based training in the “dunker” devices. The
Modular Amphibious Egress Trainer (MAET) uses a generic
fuselage section representing rotary aircraft, amphibious,
cockpits and cabin emergency escape exits. The MAET
trainer acts as a ‘dunker,’ which functions closely to the
general characteristics of a ‘ditched’ aircraft. During a
training exercise, the MAET is lowered into a pool, and
turned up to a 180 degree rotation on its longitudinal axis.
MAET lifting systems (hoists and gantries) provide, at a
minimum, a two-speed rate of descent retract. Students are
able to practice under-water egress from the MAET in an
upright position (zero degree rotation), an inverted position
(180 degree rotation), or in any position in between zero and
180 degrees. Current systems are able to simulate CH-46,
CH-53 and MV-22 configurations and are adaptable to future
platforms. The Submerged Vehicle Egress Trainer (SVET)
has the same modular core and rotational capabilities as
the MAET, but dedicated for ground vehicle simulation. It is
equipped with modules for the High Mobility Multi-Purpose
Wheeled Vehicle (HMMWV) and a generic amphibious track
platform. The Shallow Water Egress Training (SWET) is an
individual seat-type device used prior to and in conjunction
with MAET and SVET to introduce water submersion and the
proper use of current Supplemental Emergency Breathing
Devices (SEBD) such as the Intermediate Passenger
Helicopter Aircrew Breathing Device (IPHABD) and Survival
Egress Air (SEA).
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DESCRIPTION
The Indoor Simulated Marksmanship Trainer (ISMT) uses simulation to instill and
sutain Marines and Sailors in marksmanship fudamentals, crew served weapons
employment, call for fire, and tactical decision making. A standalone ISMT can
support up to five firing points while simulating known and unknown distance
ranges, or eight assigned weapons while executing tactical scenarios within Vitual
Battlespace (VBS). When three ISMTs are networked together to form an Infantry
Squad Trainer (IST), the system can support 15 firing points while simulating
known and unknown distance ranges, or up to twenty-four assigned weapons while
24
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executing
tactical scenarios within VBS.

ISMT
Indoor Simulated
Marksmanship
Trainer

Simulators used with the ISMT are in line with the Infantry
Battalion table of equipment allocation and include the
following:
Pistol: M9
Rifle: M4, M16A4, and M27
Shotgun: M870 and M1014
Grenade Launcher: M32 and M203
Machine Gun: M2, M240, M249 and Mk19
Rocket: M72, M136, and Mk153
Mortor: M224 and M252
Marksmanship fundamentals are instilled and sustained
through simulated qualification tables of fire that provide real
time and After Action Review (AAR) feedback of the shooter’s line of
sight, point of aim, and triggerpull for the entire engagement. The ISMT
supports Crew Served Weapon (CSW) employment by augmenting live fire
with simulated qualification tables of fire, added repetitions of target engagments
for Satnding Operating Porcedures (SOPs) refinement, and simulated collective
environments where CSWs support infantry maneuver. Fires support Teams (FIST)
are able to augment live fire with added repetitions in fire missions and refine Battle
drill SOPs. Exercises in tactical decision making are achieved in VBS. Shoot or
no-shoot scenarios are ideal for exercising tactical decision making for individuals,
Team Leaders, and Squad Leaders.
P&S Catalog
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SAVT
Supporting Arms
Virtual Trainer

DESCRIPTION
The Supporting Arms Virtual Trainer (SAVT) enhances
operational readiness and tactical proficiency of
USMC Joint Terminal Attack Controllers (JTAC),
Forward Observers (FO), and Forward Air Controllers
(FAC). The simulator provides Marines with a virtual
environment for training using scenarios that require
the placement of tactical ordnance on selected
targets using Joint Close Air Support (JCAS) and
Observed Fire procedures. These scenarios allow for
practical application of Naval Surface Fire Support
(NSFS), artillery and mortar fire, neutralization,
suppression, illumination, interdiction and
harassment fire missions.
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ODS
Deployable
VirtualDriver
Operator
Training Environment
Simulator

DESCRIPTION
The USMC-ODS is a computer based
operator driving simulator used to
provide entry and sustainment level
operator familiarization training to
MOS 35XX and all incidental drivers.
It provides student operators
with immersive and realistic
experiences in operating the
selected vehicles both on/off road
in multiple training scenarios. The
ODS provides real-world training in
vehicle operations in environments
drivers may experience in various
road and weather conditions.
Cab configurations include
interchangeable vehicle extension
kits consisting of dash panels,
steering wheels, panels to restrict
drivers view based on vehicle type
and vehicle dynamics software
to replicate Medium Tactical Vehicle Replacement (MTVR), MTVR Armor System
(MAS), Up- Armored High Mobility Multi-Purpose Wheeled Vehicle (HMMWV), MineResistant Ambush Protected (MRAP) Cougar (Category I, 4x4 and Category II, 6x6);
Buffalo (Category III) and MRAP All-Terrain Vehicle (M-ATV). ODS cab configurations
are installed in stationary facilities and mobile trailers currently at 26 locations;
8 Active Duty and 19 Reserve sites. Contractor Logistics Support (CLS)
representatives serve as primary operators and system maintainersP&S
at the
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Duty Sites; Reserve units rely on a Roving Technician to support the systems.

Description
Virtual Training Systems Support
(VTSS) is a post fielding logistics
sustainment contract that leverages
similarities between the various
virtual ground training systems and
facilities for consolidated operations
and maintenance support. These
systems allow current realistic training
in safe, controlled environments
utilizing simulation/training devices,
augmented live-fire, and other support
as directed. The VTSS contract
provides continuous life-cycle systems
operations, maintenance and material
support, on-site and help desk support,
training and instruction, inventory
control, accountability, life cycle
logistics support, data collection and
use. The VTSS training systems are
located at United States Marine Corps
(USMC) installations, USMC Reserve
Training Stations, United States Navy
(USN) Bases, US Embassy locations
and aboard USN Naval vessels within
the Contiguous United States (CONUS)
and Outside the Contiguous United
States
(OCONUS).
Collective Training Systems
Support
Family of Combat Convoy Trainers
(FCCT)
- Combat Convoy Simulator (CCS)
- Reconfigurable Virtual Simulator
(RVS)
- Virtual Combat Convoy Trainer
(VCCT)
28 Marines
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VTSS
Virtual Training Systems
Support

Combat Vehicle Training
Systems (CVTS)
- Amphibious Assault Vehicle Turret
Trainer (AAV-TT)
- Light Armored Vehicle (LAV)-25
Driver Trainer (LAV-DT)
- LAV-25 Advanced Gunnery 		
Training Systems (LAV-25 AGTS)
- Deployable AGTS (DAGTS)
- Mobile AGTS (MAGTS)
- Permanent AGTS
- Pre-Brief/After Action Review
(PAAR) System
- Relocatable AGTS (RAGTS)
- Tabletop AGTS (TAGTS)
- M1A1 Advanced Gunnery Training
Systems (M1A1 AGTS)
- Deployable AGTS (DAGTS)
- Mobile AGTS (MAGTS)
- Pre-Brief /After Action Review
(PAAR) System
- Relocatable AGTS (RAGTS)
- Tabletop AGTS (TAGTS)

Individual Training Systems
Support
- USMC- Operator Driving Simulator
(USMC-ODS)
- Indoor Simulated Marksmanship
Trainer (ISMT)
Ground Based Air Defense
and Ground/Air Task-Oriented
Radar (GBAD-G/ATOR)
- Improved Moving Target Simulator
(IMTS)
P&S Catalog
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RTS
Range Training
Systems

30
30
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Range Training Systems (RTS) provides
USMC bases and stations with live,
Force-on-Force, Force-on-Target tactical
engagement training and dynamic
capabilities for real time and post mission
battle tracking and After Action Review.
Range Systems directly impact Tactical
Training and the Commander’s ability to
meet mandated pre-deployment training
requirements, which ultimately affects Force
Readiness.

Force on Force
Training systems

P&S Catalog
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I-TEss II
Instrumented-tactical
engagement Simulation
System

32
32

DESCRIPTION
I-TESS II is used to support direct force-on-force tactical engagement
training. This system consists of the following type components: Small Arms
Transmitter (SAT), Man-worn Detection System (MDS), Command and Control
(C2 - mobile and portable versions), Military Operations on Urbanized Terrain
(MOUT) Building Instrumentation, and Simulated Battlefield Weapons. The
SAT is used on multiple rifle types and machine guns. The MDS and range
equipment provides the individual Marine direct force-on-force engagement
adjudication and includes the ability to support instrumentation functions
such as Position Location Information (PLI) reporting.
PM TRASYS
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CV-TESS
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Combat Vehicle-Tactical
Engagement Simulation
System
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DESCRIPTION
The Combat Vehicle-Tactical Engagement Simulation System (CV-TESS) is mounted
on combat vehicles to simulate realistic force-on-force training. This system will use
laser, detectors, video and audio on M1A1 tanks, Light Armored Vehicles (LAV) and
Amphibious Assault Vehicles (AAV) to simulate battlefield engagements with the
vehicle’s primary and secondary weapons as well as provide After Action Review
(AAR) to enhance gunnery proficiency without expending live ammunition.
P&S Catalog
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RIScon
Range Instrumentation
System Controller

DESCRIPTION
The Range Instrumentation System Controller (RISCon) will be capable of
monitoring real time live, constructive and virtual simulation exercises for the
purposes of exercise control, data collection, analysis, and review. RISCon is being
developed to streamline control of all Instrumentation systems through a single
controller interface. Data is collected while monitoring, controlling, and recording
the force-on-force or force-on-target engagements that occur in the battlefield
environment. The purpose of this training system is to significantly enhance the
training capability, operational readiness, and tactical proficiency of Marines in
tactics, techniques, and procedures in support of both collective task training
and exercise events. RISCon provides the capability to simultaneously support
multiple training exercises. It provides objective data collection and analysis of
unit performance in Force-on-Force (FOF), Force-on- Target (FOT), Live Fire (LF),
and associated Command Post Exercises (CPX). RISCon integrates live training
with other simulation environments to provide the doctrinally correct battle space
and combat forces needed to provide tactical realism and battle-focused training
across battlefield functions. The system can collate training feedback materials
from varied training support and simulation systems to provide a comprehensive
AAR package for associated training elements.
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Sesams
Special Effects Small
Deployable
Virtual System
Arms Marking
Training Environment

DESCRIPTION
The SESAMS project provides weapons modification kits to fire low-velocity
marking ammunition while precluding the weapon from firing live ammunition.
This capability provides immediate visual and sensory feedback to the shooter
and target during force-on-force close quarter battle scenarios, reducing risk
to participants and the maintenance costs to shooting houses.
P&S Catalog
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Avatar
Advanced Video Attribute
lauAssembler
triV elbayoand
lpeD
Terminal
tnemnorivnE gniniarT
Re-creater

DESCRIPTION
AVATAR system provides a virtual terrain/environment with a virtual human or
humans that interact with the trainee shoot/no shoot decisions. The virtual
terrain provided by the simulation enhances and augments the training
through the extension of the physical room or providing environments that
could not be replicated or are too costly to replicate within a building for
specific training purposes.
36
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IIT
Infantry Immersion
Trainer

DESCRIPTION
Infantry Immersion Trainers (IITs) are small unit training ranges consisting of
urban structures finished and decorated to replicate geo-specific locations
paired with integrated direct fire training systems, virtual simulation screens
and windows, and video instrumentation for after action review. The indoor
and outdoor mixed reality training environments highly replicate current
operational theaters by stimulating the Warfighter’s senses; in order to stress
small unit actions and small unit leader tactical, moral and ethical decision
making within the context of operational culture.
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CTE
Combat Training
Environment

38
38

DESCRIPTION
CTE incorporates “real world” conditions, which replicate urban environments
commonly encountered within the theater of operation. These training
systems include a variety of technologies and configurations to target various
training scenarios and objectives supporting a variety of training tasks related
to the deployment and maneuver of Marines in urban settings. These training
systems are comprised of non-permanent building structures constructed
of various materials configured for training in both live fire and non-live fire
environments. The structure, character, density, and features of each system
are designed to reflect logical functions that are typical within the settings
being replicated (e.g., residential, commercial, industrial, recreation, religious,
etc.).
PM TRASYS
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TVCS
TacticalVirtual
Video Capture
Deployable
System
Training Environment

DESCRIPTION
The Tactical Video Capture System
(TVCS) provides video-based RealTime Visualization (RTV), Situational
Awareness (SA), and After Action
Review (AAR) capabilities to
support Marine Corps live training.
TVCS provides these capabilities
through the use of a Commercial
Off The Shelf (COTS) integrated
Video Management Software
(VMS) suite containing a Graphical
User Interface (GUI), 2D (Two
Dimensional) High Definition (HD)
displays, configurable video based
alarms, and the ability to provide quick access to any desired camera view
and audio during a training exercise. The HD view and other system tools are
used in real-time to observe the Marine’s Urban Warfare tactics and highlight
strengths and weaknesses for later use during both group and individual AAR
evaluation sessions. TVCS provides performance feedback to Marines via
immediate “Hot Wash”, Full AAR, and or a video Take-Home Package (THP)
allowing for continued analysis of tactics, techniques and lessons learned.
P&S Catalog
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Range Training
Aids Portfolio
ATmospherics

DESCRIPTION
The Atmospherics program includes multiple set designs that come in
variations of complex and basic settings. The complex set design incorporates
indigenous items that replicate a particular Area of Operations with emphasis
on training objectives. The basic set design incorporates nondescript generic
items (furniture, furnishings) with no emphasis on culture or geographical
location. The program also includes streetscapes which provide billboards, as
well as other items, to enhance the environment being replicated.
40
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Range Training
Aids Portfolio
Battlefield
Effects
Simulations

DESCRIPTION
The Battlefield Effects Simulators (BES) Program
provides safe real time threat simulation for live
training. BES is charged devices that are designed
to recreate the sights and sounds of battle without
jeopardizing the safety of those training. NonPyrotechnic Battlefield Effects Simulators (NPBES)
provide devices for classroom instruction, static
display items, and non-pyrotechnic Improvised
Explosive Devices (IED) training solutions using
CO2 and powder to provide a realistic bang-puff
IED detonation effect or an oxygen/propane with
combustion tube. Pyrotechnic Battlefield Effect
Simulators (PBES) are used in live and non-live fire
training environments to recreate the battlefield with
a more realistic and vibrant Opposing Force (OPFOR)
threat.
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Grsp
lautriV elbayolpeD

Ground
Range
tnemnorivnE gniniarT
sustainment
Program

42
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DESCRIPTION
The Range and Training Area Management (RTAM) Division of Training and
Education Command (TECOM) has partnered with PM TRASYS, Marine
Corps Systems Command (MARCORSYSCOM) to establish the Ground
Range Sustainment Program (GRSP). Its purpose is to sustain the continuity
of Marine Corps training on Live Fire and Non-Live Fire Ranges through
improvements or replacement of existing training devices such as pneumatic
target systems, known distance (KD) range target carriages, worn targets
and replacement range control computers that cannot be accomplished
within existing operating and maintenance (O&M) budgets. The maintenance
of “state-of-the-art” range training systems supports current training
requirements and this is the area where GRSP is most widely used. The
cost of materials and installation for GRSP projects will not exceed $250K.
Commanding General (CG), TECOM is the waiver authority for projects
PM TRASYSthis amount.
exceeding

DESCRIPTION
Automated Targets is a subset under the
overarching Range Training and Devices
Portfolio (RTAP) Program of Record
(POR) which is upgrading Marine Corps
live fire training capabilities. Targetry
has evolved to include stationary and
moving pop-up infantry and vehicle
targets, reactionary Friend/Foe targets
and Hit/Miss Detection systems
within modern MILCON ranges, CTE
Facilities, legacy, and non-traditional
ranges. Automated Targets and
accompanying Range Control Systems
are fielded across all Marine Corps
Bases and Stations.

Range Training
Aids Portfolio
Target
Systems
Deployable
Virtual
Training Environment

P&S Catalog
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Training-counter
Radio Control
Improvised Explosive
Device (ied)
Electronic
warfare
(t-crew)
surrogate
Devices

44
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DESCRIPTION
The Training-Counter Radio Controlled Improvised Explosive Device Electronic
Warfare (T-CREW) devices will be used to provide mission critical training
to defeat and counter the threat of Improvised Explosive Devices (IED).
These “surrogates” replicate the tactical operational CREW systems for use
in training venues and significantly advances and enhances the training
capability, operational readiness, and tactical proficiency of Marines in
tactics, techniques, and procedures during employment of the operational
PM TRASYS
CREW
devices and subsequent Counter-Improvised Explosive Device (C-IED)
measures.

iit sme
Infiantry immersive
Training subject
matter expert
support services

DESCRIPTION
The IIT SME Support contract provide suitable management, technical and
administrative expertise to support ongoing responsibilities delineated by activity,
as well as any variances in the scope of activities at the IIT’s in Camp Lejeune,
Hawaii and Camp Pendleton. The SME’s operate each IIT in such a manner to
create an immersive training environment that provides a training facility for
“hands on” practical application of tactical skills and decision making in an
immersive, scenario-based training environment. This ensures the IIT is able to
support Training and Readiness (T&R) individual and collective tasks, from the
individual through company level, as well as rapidly evolving tasks that are theater
directed and service approved, but not yet codified in the T&R Manual. The SME’s
ensure the IIT creates a realistic training environment that presents complex
scenario-based situations (tactical and human dimension) and reinforces decision
making skills. Operations may be conducted during both day and night. The SME’s
are responsible for establishing a cohesive management operational framework
that ensures all tasks produce the overall desired objectives of the Government’s
plan of events. The SME’s are responsible for maintaining the management plan
collaboratively developed with the RTAM Task Government Sponsor. The SME’s
additionally deliver weekly updates and take necessary actions required to ensure
compliance with the prescribed schedule of events at each IIT location. Key facets
of management performance include developing formal processes for executing
task actions, interfacing with Government customers, and ensuring adherence to
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GTSS
Ground training
systems
support

DESCRIPTION
The Ground Training Systems Support (GTSS) contract provides contractor
sustainment support services for ground training systems at USMC bases,
stations, and training centers. The services provided include: systems
operations, maintenance, inventory management, supply services, and user
training and instruction to support training events at training environments
while integrating the use of training devices. The ground training environments
supported include the Infantry Immersive Trainers (IIT), Military Operations
in Urban Terrain (MOUT), and several ground training ranges. GTSS services
also support various ground training instrumented systems, such as the
Instrumented Tactical Engagement System (I-TESS) and Tactical Video Capture
System (TVCS). Through the GTSS warehouses, training devices such as
Special Effects Small Arms Marking System (SESAMS), Battlefield Effects
Simulators (BES), and portable target systems are also available for training.
The GTSS contract also supports other stand-alone trainers such as the
Egress Trainers (HEAT and MET), Pit Safety Sentry Systems, and other parttask trainers.
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Role player
support

DESCRIPTION
The Infantry Immersion Trainer (IIT), Home Station Training Lanes (HSTL)
and MAGTF Training Command (MAGTFTC) training requires the employment
of Role Players to act as Foreign Language Specialist (FLS) and civilians,
insurgents, terrorist and other personnel encountered in the applicable
theater of operations. Role Players are provided via commercial contract
with the flexiblity to incorporate changes to training requirements that reflect
the current cultural, political and tactical environment where the USMC will
be deployed (to include deployments outside of Operation Iraqi Freedom/
Operation Enduring Freedom (OIF)/(OEF)). Role Players support under two
contracts extends to Camp Lejeune, Camp Pendleton, Marine Corps Training
Area Bellows (MCTAB), Hawaii, 29 Palms, CA, Mountain Warfare Training
Center (MWCT) in Bridgeport, CA and MCAS Yuma, AZ. Contracts awarded
for Role Players are for total turn-key operation that includes labor, clothing,
housing, food, and all services required for the SME’s to perform required
operations, including other incidentals needed for the equipping and
preparation of these contracted personnel to serve as Role Players during preP&S Catalog
deployment training operations.
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Mailing address:
12211 Science Drive
Orlando, FL 32826
pmtrasys@usmc.mil
(407)381-8762
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